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David Hamilton is best known for his soft focus, dreamy, grainy style of his images, David Hamilton set the
fine arte photography aesthetics of his time. The soft focus and muted colours, the lines created by the
human form and captured by Hamilton are beautiful and representative of his style.
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David Hamilton - "The Age Of Innocence" 24. David Hamilton - "The Age Of Innocence" 24 photos | View
comments
David Hamilton - "The Age Of Innocence" â€“ 24 photos | VK
Born in 1933, David Hamilton is a British movie director and photographer. He grew up in London. World War
II interrupted his schooling and he had to live in Dorsetâ€™s country side for a while. Once the war was over,
Hamilton moved back to London and completed his schooling. He then shifted to France.
David Hamilton | Photography and Biography
David Hamilton, Exceptional sale of photographs, Artist proofs signed by David Hamilton.
David Hamilton | Vente de collection privÃ©e
â€œDavid Hamilton, the British photographer, made a name in the 1970â€™s with his misty depictions of
young women drifting through traffic dressed in nothing but their skivvies.
David Hamilton â€“ Wikipedia
David Hamilton was a British photographer and film director known for his nude photographs of adolescent
girls. Often controversial, the images evoke an effect of dreaminess through soft focus and varied grain.
David Hamilton | artnet
David Hamilton, the British photographer whose diaphanous images of prepubescent girls blurred the line
between art and pornography, was found dead on Friday in his Paris apartment, one week after ...
David Hamilton, Photographer Known for Nude Images of
â€œLittle girl with catâ€•, 1937. As Hamilton, he was trying to show that young girls have a sexual side that
religion has tried to deny or show as something impure, not as something that is natural and part of life.
Is David Hamilton an artist or a child pornographer? - Quora
David Hamilton (15 April 1933 â€“ 25 November 2016) was a British photographer and film director best
known for his photography of young women and girls, mostly in the nude. His signature soft focus style was
called the "Hamilton Blur", which was erroneously thought to be achieved by smearing Vaseline on the lens
of his camera.
David Hamilton (photographer) - Wikipedia
The Age of Innocence is a 1995 photography and poetry book by David Hamilton. The book contains images
of early-teen girls, often nude, accompanied by lyrical poetry.
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